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Faculty Council Meeting 
January 20, 2016 

Mackin Room, Grasselli Library 
 
All Faculty Council members were in attendance – Barbara D’Ambrosia (chair), Mindy Peden 
(vice chair), Gerry Guest (secretary), Scott Allen, Medora Barnes, Mary Beadle, Emily Butler, 
Larry Cima, Gwen Compton-Engle, Roy Day, Jeff Dyck, Tina Facca-Miess, Jean Feerick, Brendan 
Foreman, Nathan Gehlert, Dwight Hahn, Sharon Kaye, Dan Kilbride, Annie Moses, Elizabeth 
Stiles, Nancy Taylor, Peifang Tian, Mariah Webinger, and Tom Zlatoper. 
 
The agenda for the meeting was distributed in advance via email.  The meeting started at 2 pm. 

 
Minutes 

 
1.  Chair’s announcements 
 

 Minutes from December 9 Faculty Council meeting.  With no changes being offered, the 
minutes were taken as approved. 

 The Board of Directors approved the strategic plan. 

 Provost’s Report, at http://webmedia.jcu.edu/provost/files/2016/01/0653-
JCU_ProvostReport_II.pdf.  Please read. 

 
2.  Items for Business 
 

 Appointments 
o Facilities Scheduling Subcommittee (BSOB representative).  Stiles moved to 

appoint Tom Bonda (seconded Day).  Approval was unanimous. 
o Faculty Council leave replacements (for Simon Fitzpatrick, David Shutkin) 

Stiles nominated Nancy Taylor to serve in place of Shutkin (seconded Day). 
Approval was unanimous.  Simon Fitzpatrick’s seat remains unfilled. 
 

 Faculty Election – Nominations will be accepted until January 28.  The election will begin 
January 29 and run for one week.  Openings to be filled: 

o Assessment Committee (1 elected faculty from each division).  Currently, this 
committee is staffed by volunteers; it now needs five elected members.  Some of 
the current volunteers may run for those positions. 

o USPG Goal One Group (2 CAS, 1 BSOB).  This goal relates to student learning. 
o Standing Committee vacancies.  An opening exists on Elections (at large) and RTP 

(Division IV). 
 

 Determining the level of faculty collaboration, review, and approval of new curricular 
initiatives and changes to existing programs.  The following three items are grouped 
together because of the shared issue of communication & collaboration: 

http://webmedia.jcu.edu/provost/files/2016/01/0653-JCU_ProvostReport_II.pdf
http://webmedia.jcu.edu/provost/files/2016/01/0653-JCU_ProvostReport_II.pdf
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o First in the World Grant.  See proposal narrative on the Faculty Canvas site.  This 
is a major initiative and commitment. 

o New concentrations within existing majors (Motivated by new concentrations in 
AYA and Multi-Age education within the ED major.)  By tradition, concentrations 
within existing majors do not require faculty review/approval.  These 
concentrations now require a second major in education without consultation 
outside the department.  Students earn a primary major in their content field 
and a secondary major in education.  This is a new structure that was 
implemented without a wider review.  This has led to Bulletin inconsistencies. 

o Procedure for faculty consideration and/or endorsement of partnership 
agreements with other institutions (e.g., 3+2 programs).  There is a new 
agreement (3+3) with Case Law (see provost report).  There has not traditionally 
been faculty input into these processes. 

D’Ambrosia began by noting that Council members might wish to discuss the individual 
issues listed above and/or the larger issue of how we can improve communication and 
collaboration at JCU.  A wide-ranging discussion then followed.  Among the issues raised 
were the following: 
 
Peden noted that new programs affect the running of departments and that non-
consultation leads to poor implementation.  Hahn and Beadle noted that department chairs 
are not being contacted and consulted on these issues.  The First in the World grant affects 
CO 125 (for example) and there was no collaboration.  At minimum, chairs need to be 
contacted.  Foreman added that since chairs have 12-month appointments, they can be 
contacted if issues arise in the summer (First in the World was applied for in summer). 
Hahn argued that each of the three programs listed above should be presented to faculty 
for a vote; it’s a requirement and it’s good form.  It will also lead to better policy and 
implementation. 
 
Allen asked if the Provost signed off on all three.  D’Ambrosia responded that the change to 
the Education major was approved by the Associate Dean and the other two by the Provost.  
Allen responded that this is symptomatic of collaboration issues that we discussed last 
semester.  D’Ambrosia asked if we might want to craft a proposal or request that provides a 
better mechanism for information sharing and collaboration.  Allen responded that we need 
dialogue with the Provost and other decision makers more than a statement.  D’Ambrosia 
pointed out that the Provost has the intention of coming to Faculty Council once a semester 
and that there is also the new University Committee on Collaborative Governance.  
D’Ambrosia informed this committee that Faculty Council would like have a meeting with 
the Provost and President using a third-party intermediary to facilitate dialogue.  If we can 
get this set up, it will have to be a special meeting outside the Faculty Council schedule.  
Allen responded that a one-time intervention is not what we need but a systemic change.  
At Council meetings, we continuously have questions about how decisions are being made. 
 
Zlatoper asked what should have been done with these three proposals that wasn’t done.  
D’Ambrosia responded that in her opinion First in the World should have gone through CAP. 
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Webinger asked whether we need some sort of “fast track” process for such cases.  Feerick 
responded that the handling of Direct Admit was one model of such a process.  Peden 
suggested that Council representatives could be used as liaisons at the development stage. 
Stiles suggested that that job should fall to Council Chair.  Hahn added that such a process 
makes sense constitutionally.  D’Ambrosia suggested that if the Chair were informed of new 
initiatives, then the Council officers could confer.  Beadle asked how such a process would 
work in the summer.  Hahn argued that we need to elevate the status of Council Chair to 
make sure that new initiatives get discussed.  Tian added that we should argue that 
collaboration leads to a better university; we should present ourselves as helpful, useful. 
 
Beadle asked if we need to re-think the structure of our faculty governance.  D’Ambrosia 
responded that the Governance Committee may generate some recommendations or ideas 
here.  That committee will report back to the university by the end of this academic year, 
although the work of the Committee might take longer than that.  Beadle suggested that 
interim reports would be a good idea. 
 
Stiles moved that Council charge CAP with creating a mechanism for the wider 
dissemination of information about new concentrations and significant changes to majors 
in advance of the appearance of a new Bulletin (seconded Day).  The motion passed 
unanimously (19 yes votes). 
 
[Note:  After the meeting, it was noted that the policy on collaboration that was passed at 
the December 2015 Council meeting requires Council to appoint an administrator to work 
with Council committees on newly charged tasks.  Jim Krukones has been appointed to work 
with CAP on the above motion.  Council members were emailed about this matter and 
responded in agreement with the appointment.] 
 
Beadle asked about the 3+3 agreement mentioned above and how it will affect the Political 
Science Department.  Hahn responded that they aren’t sure as they haven’t been given full 
information.  The program also violates the rule about undergraduates taking their final 
credits at JCU.  Day noted that there are other 3+2 programs with similar problems.  
D’Ambrosia responded that at the next meeting between the Provost and the Council 
officers, we can request collaboration on these types of programs. 
 

3.  Agenda for the January 27 General Faculty Meeting 
 

 First in the World Grant – Terry Mills (15 minute presentation, followed by a question 
and answer period) 

 Larger governance issues? 
 
4.  New Business 
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Hahn nominated Tamba Nlandu as a Council substitute for Simon Fitzpatrick, who is on leave 
this semester.  Nlandu responded that he was here today to observe and isn’t sure that he will 
be able to serve this semester. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at approximately 3:07 pm. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Gerry Guest 
Faculty Council Secretary 


